Executive Summary

Objective
To formulate for the United States, a proposal for the first viable deterrence policy that will preemptively neutralize and avert an Islamic Weapon of Mass Destruction (iWMD) event in the homeland that is unfortunately, already accepted as a fait accompli by the international intelligence community.

The Messenger
The American President must have enough pragmatic wisdom and street-level sagacity to seize the international leadership role by adopting the Halcyon Doctrine of Deterrence, the harbinger of peace and sanctuary from today’s blight of globalized, Islamic terrorism.

Outline of Analyses and Solutions in this Dissertation
• Quantify the aggregate of Islamic precepts (Koran, Hadith, Sira) as a military doctrine, more than it is a religion. 83% of Islamic precepts are devoted to war, property, and the subjugation of women. Only 17% of Islamic doctrine is devoted to God (Allah);
• Recognize that a small number of radical Muslim extremists are today’s most devout, practicing Muslim envoys, whose understanding and practice of Islamic doctrine are straightforward and unambiguous. So-called “extremists” are bona fide Muslims;
• Recognize that 1.6 billion peaceful Muslims are best characterized as non-practicing, cultural Muslims who selectively choose not to practice Islam, the religion of war;
• History demonstrates that Islam represents a polytheistic sect of Thuggee idolators;
• Invoke the War Powers Act to ban the practice of the military doctrine of Islam within United States’ territories;
• Publicly advocate the Halcyon Doctrine of Deterrence. HDD informs Muslims worldwide that, only after Muslims unleash an iWMD inside US territory, the United States will utterly destroy Islam’s Fifth Pillar (Hajj, pilgrimage), thereafter making Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina impossible. By irradiating (or) blockading Islam’s Gates to Paradise, liberation in the Hereafter becomes impossible for all Muslims;
• Halcyon outlines two high-tech options for military strikes against Islam’s Fifth Pillar;
• After an Islamic WMD: Halcyon executes the nuclear option with a sum-zero loss of blood and treasure from the USA and from the Muslim Unma;
• Incentivize Muslims to police their own ranks, thereby relieving the United States from the fiscal and blood burdens, levied by today’s defense against Islamic terrorism;
• The Halcyon Alliance of Nations forges a friendly, working relationship between the USA and Russia, consequently diminishing NATO burdens and military risks.

Halcyon was favorably evaluated and promoted at the White House by Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, the former DCI and Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger et al.

President Bush rejected Halcyon but only after Saudi Arabia’s King Fahad panicked and begged the American President to spare Mecca and Medina from military retaliation.
Introduction

This document outlines two scenarios that need to be considered by the United States’ President and his cabinet, as viable mechanisms that will prevent, preemptively, the decapitation of Manhattan and Washington DC by an Islamic WMD.

Two US administrations have failed their mandate, by not identifying today’s new enemies who live and die in order to destroy our homeland: our political leaders need to be unafraid to publicly acknowledge that Islam is primarily a military doctrine more than it is a religion; consequently we need to deliver to the Muslim world a clearly communicated doctrine of deterrence that will avert destruction, death and defeat in the homeland.

Today’s urgency for a creative American doctrine of deterrence has never been greater, as our American Eagle has become a sitting duck.

The Halcyon Doctrine of Deterrence will not draw upon United States’ treasure or blood. For the United States, HDD is not only cost-free, it also promises to save millions of American lives, as well as the lives of Europeans beyond count, should they join a new Halcyon Alliance. Properly implemented, Halcyon will also save countless millions of Muslim lives.

Furthermore, HDD will compel Muslims to police their own ranks, in order to save their own lives and the lives of their children in the Hereafter. Halcyon is an exhibit of how PSYOPS can leverage Islamic culture and Islamic military traditions against the Muslims themselves; like an Aikido player, HDD harnesses Islam’s mass of 1.6 billion adherents and the velocity of their own manifest doctrine, in order to bring today’s Muslim automatons to their knees in thunderous defeat.

As a Sikh, I anticipate Muslim terrorists will retaliate with attempts to suicide-bomb the Golden Temple and Sikh Gurdwaras worldwide. I am available to meet Sikh religious leaders to review viable security strategies to limit bloodshed and ensure Deg Tegh Fateh.

As the architect and messenger who reveals this new strategy, I will also be attacked by the Washington beltway thought-police who don’t understand this subject. I accept my fate, with the caveat that Americans need to understand enough to ask, “During the USA/USSR cold war we secured peace through an existential threat of nuclear annihilation (MAD). Nuclear deterrence and other robust assets delivered 70 years of relative peace. Why did two US Presidents fail to develop a policy of deterrence for the Muslim bomb?”

This document promises to deliver liberation from today’s Islamic threat to Americans, our allies . . . and to the Muslims.

---

1 Halcyon in Greek mythology: Halcyon was a daughter of Aeolus, the God of wind. Her husband Ceyx was drowned at sea . . . abandoning hope and stricken with grief, Halcyon threw herself into the ocean. Zeus transformed them both into birds resembling Kingfishers, notorious for their rash, precipitous stoops into the briny blue.

Out of compassion for his daughter, each winter solstice Aeolus creates serene winds and tranquil waters, so that Halcyon’s eggs can hatch safely and undisturbed in her nest floating upon the ocean’s glassy surface. Halcyon days refers to idyllic, peaceful and joyful days, typically associated with the innocence of youth.

2 1982 winter solstice, private meeting with Yogi Bhajan. The Sikh religious leader turned his back to conceal his transformation, as he gazed out onto a pond. Merged with the Absolute, he proclaimed in a faraway voice, “You and that prince will save the entire Middle East from war . . .” The author remained clueless until 2001.
Genesis: September 12, 2001

On September 11 the author resided in the Baynunah Hilton Hotel, on the Abu Dhabi corniche. Deputy Prime Minister Sheikh Sultan bin Zayed helped UCR to gather enough evidence of rare falcon smuggling by his brothers, so the United Nations CITES Secretariat was able to implement comprehensive wildlife trade sanctions against the UAE (2001-2002).

Shutting down the royal falconry camps was, and still is essential to US security because, in addition to violating international UN treaty laws and causing regional extinctions and genetic swamping of endangered falcons across Central Asia, UAE and Saudi royal, political leaders who are US allies, were also in the business of playing both sides of the fence by routinely hosting Usama bin Laden as a VIP guest in their royal falconry camps, along with Victor Bout and other purveyors of terror.

Next to President Sheikh Zayed, my greatest protector in the UAE was Salem Rashid al-Saaedi. Zayed saved me from the jealous wrath of his own sons Sheikh Mohammed and Sheikh Hamdan, as well as their personal fall guy who takes the heat off the sheikhs, Mohammed al-Bowardi whose falcon smugglers I had arranged to arrest with help from local detectives in Kazakhstan and Outer Mongolia. Salem saved my life many times.

It was Salem who telephoned, urgently telling me: “Turn on your TV NOW!” I turned it on, just in time to see smoke billowing out of the World Trade Center’s North Tower. Then he said, “I’m sitting next to the President . . . Wait!  Wait!  Watch what happens next!!” Moments later, the 2nd aircraft barreled into the WTC II, disintegrating before my eyes.

Salem knew, and the UAE President knew.

On that fateful evening, I remember the strange sensation I had, observing the floor-to-ceiling windows in my bedroom, overlooking the corniche. On that moonless night I couldn’t see anything 11 stories below. It occurred to me that I was peering into the Void, an inky black realm where the earth is ripped away, to be replaced by emptiness.

The next day on September 12, I conceived the Halcyon Doctrine in a few inspired moments. I called my staff into the room to review it with them. Everyone including my Muslim security team agreed it will work, but HD remained mothballed until 2005 when it was leaked by a confidante and tabled with the Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, the former DCI and Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger et al. at the White House.

The Halcyon Doctrine was abruptly rejected by President George W. Bush . . . but only after the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, the Saudi King Fahad bin Abdulaziz pleaded with President Bush to spare Mecca and Medina from US military retaliation.

Halcyon’s details remained obscured from public disclosure until the right time: Now.

More information is available RE several requests from Usama bin Laden for money, which Shaikh Zayed finally provided to al-Qaeda’s leader after UBL had already become an internationally wanted fugitive.

2005: a high-ranking Pentagon/WH insider asked the author to formulate a WMD deterrence policy proposal for the Muslim bomb. HDD was disclosed to him, conditional on his promise that it would remain confidential July 27, 2016: That person finally revealed to the author, details about his leaking HDD to the White House.
Who Was Mohammed?

Anybody who buys into the terms “Mohammed the Prophet, Peace be Upon Him”, or “The Prophet” is a victim of Islamic PSYOPS, conceding unwarranted status to Mohammed bin Abdullah: a terrifying warlord who was abandoned at birth, and who spent the rest of his life attempting to enforce a personality cult of adulation from the masses until somebody had the good sense to poison him to death.

Mohammed bin Abdullah’s cultural vocabulary was piracy, throat-cutting, and war. His own nomenclature is enshrined forever in the Hadith, volumes of books written by Muslims that reliably quote violent sentences in Mohammed’s tongue, while the Sira is a biographical record of the warmonger’s crimson hands. Mohammed bin Abdullah is best understood by his work products, i.e. the legacy of Islam’s savagery:

1,400 years ago, the chief sources of livelihood for desert Bedouin were raiding parties to steal livestock, and the shakedown of trade caravans transporting frankincense from Yemen to Jerusalem, as it was by weight more valuable than gold. Mohammed’s paternal ancestors traded with fabulously wealthy merchants from India, Persia and Jerusalem. Today’s peninsula-Arab Bedouin are descendants of proud desert / Persian Gulf bandits.

It’s no coincidence that, beginning in 1981 the author met ancient men in Abu Dhabi, Dubai and al-Ain who fondly recounted stories of how they sailed Dhows and Booms on the Indian Ocean, with the sole purpose of intercepting British and Portuguese trading ships en route from India to Europe. Stolen goods were re-sold in India and Persia, located just a few miles across the Strait of Hormuz.

In remembrance to the sad fate of those European traders on the high-seas: they were typically throat-cut and thrown into the ocean. Infidels (non-Muslims) who dared enter the Arabian peninsula were in constant danger of being slaughtered.

Peninsula Arabs resolutely operated as career-pirates until the Brits arrived in warships to shell Dubai, following which the ancestral predecessors to today’s UAE sheikhs signed a peace treaty under duress. Those signatory sheikdoms were collectively referred to as “The Trucial States”. In 1971 the Trucial States finally changed their name to the United Arab Emirates, a still-tentative, loose federation of sovereign Arab Muslim city-States. Were it not for oil and their proximity to Hormuz, their significance to the world might have been less than a sleepy backwater village in Appalachia.

Piracy on the high seas was not an uncommon anomaly, but rather sanctioned by Islam. Contemporary piracy by ragtag bands of Somali Muslim pirates who ransom merchant ships and oil tankers is the simpleton’s reenactment of 1,400 years of Islamic doctrine.

On a more industrial scale, between 16th-19th centuries: Ottoman Turks, north Africa’s Barbary pirates and Arabs were responsible for kidnapping 1.5 million white slaves, mostly from Europe. Many white slaves were kidnapped from American merchant ships.

---

Wilfred Thesiger, Arabian Sands (London: Longmans 1959). Thesiger explains how he met Sheikh Zayed in order to receive from the Ruler of al-Ain a hand-written note to guarantee Thesiger’s safe passage from Liwa oasis into the Rub al-Khali desert. Many years later, Zayed became the UAE President.
In 1786 Congress finally sent Thomas Jefferson to join John Adams and Benjamin Franklin in Europe, to negotiate with Ottoman Ambassador Sidi Haji Abrahman for cessation of piracy attacks on US merchant ships. The Ottoman ambassador informed Thomas Jefferson that it is *Halal* (acceptable in Islam) to kidnap, kill, ransom or sell into slavery any person who is not Muslim.

For 15 years approximately 10% of the entire United States government budget was paid out as tribute / ransom to the Ottomans. The United States Navy was finally established in 1798 as a measure to defend against the *Barbary Coast* pirates, the root nomenclature of “*Muslim barbarian*” phraseology. The Muslims were ultimately brought to their knees in 1805 when the US Marines captured Tripoli, forever memorialized in the Marine’s Hymn.

Unlike contemporary US Presidents, Thomas Jefferson kept a copy of the Koran in the White House . . . so that he could study, understand and defeat freedom's greatest enemy.

The author has photographs of Sudanese slaves loaned to him as retainers, who are maintained as objectified, private property of senior Saudi princes. These same princes visit Disneyland with their families and slaves, after informing their slaves that if they seek asylum in the United States, their children who are also the property of Saudi royals, will suffer immense hardship inside the Kingdom where they remain held hostage.

The author was also introduced to a Pakistani man who lived a life of luxury with the late King Fahad bin Abdulaziz, because his sole purpose in life was to be available on the sidelines as a living organ donor for the King. He ate the same splendid foods as Fahad, in order to grow and support the best internal organs; his only job was to lay down on an operating table and surrender whatever organs the King may need, then die ignominiously. The author inwardly mused at how his most fervent prayer might be that King Fahad gets flattened by a Mack truck or perhaps, hit by a meteorite.

A number of senior Saudi princes keep living organ donors in their entourage, bragging and displaying them as if they are fashionable accessory items.

The Saudi Ambassador Prince Bandar bin Sultan (a notorious falcon smuggler) is the son of a black slave-girl, briefly married and later divorced by his late father, the Saudi Defense

---

6 “American Peace Commissioners to John Jay,” March 28, 1786, “Thomas Jefferson Papers,” Series 1. General Correspondence. 1651–1827, Library of Congress. LoC: March 28, 1786 (handwritten). “It was written in their Koran, that all nations which had not acknowledged the Prophet were sinners, whom it was the right and duty of the faithful to plunder and enslave; and that every mussulman who was slain in this warfare was sure to go to paradise. He said, also, that the man who was the first to board a vessel had one slave over and above his share, and that when they sprang to the deck of an enemy’s ship, every sailor held a dagger in each hand and a third in his mouth; which usually struck such terror into the foe that they cried out for quarter at once.”

7 From the halls of Montezuma To the shores of Tripoli; We fight our country's battles In the air, on land, and sea; First to fight for right and freedom And to keep our honor clean; We are proud to claim the title Of United States Marine
Minister Prince Sultan bin Abdulaziz al-Saud. During his early formative years, Bandar was largely unknown to his father because his Ethiopian mother was a disposable slave-girl.

Slavery is rampant, especially in Saudi Arabia because slavery is precisely sanctioned by Islamic doctrine. It is therefore a curiosity as to how so many African-Americans freely convert to Islam, an action that might be comparable to a Jew impulsively deciding to become a brownshirt Nazi.

Today, slavery is still *Halal* and institutionalized across the entire Arabian peninsula, especially in Saudi Arabia.

**Who is a Radical Muslim Extremist?**

Al-Qaeda, Hamas, the Islamic State in Iraq and Levant (ISIL), al-Nusra, the Haqqani Network, al-Shabaab, Hezbollah, Boko Haram et al. do not exist; they are simply an alphabet soup of franchise names created for media propaganda, tradecraft, and fundraising purposes. Forget their misleading, complex nomenclature because it diminishes our capacity to defeat today’s enemy who has crossed the threshold to lurk within our homeland.

There are only two types of Muslims:

a) **non-practicing Muslims:** approximately 1.6 billion peaceful Muslims choose to selectively ignore specific Islamic precepts i.e. *Jihad* (Islamic war against non-Muslims). These are among your best neighbors, often productive members of a secular society. Among the *non-practicing, cultural Muslims* are many of the world’s most spiritually elevated individuals, but their transcendent status has been achieved *in spite of Islam.* Rather than being *devout practicing Muslims,* they are genuinely devout, sentient beings;

b) **practicing Muslims:** <30,000 *Jihadis* (Islamic warriors) worldwide, while several hundred thousand support *Jihadis* with money and other mechanisms of material support.

The Islamic *Jihadi* will never be extinguished, because the *Shaheed* (suicide bomber) is at the apex of the honor hierarchy in *Paradise* (Muslim Heaven). There will always be scores of terrestrial Muslims who seek the ultimate honor in Paradise, through *Jihad.* Gestation originates within the ranks of 1.6 billion latent Muslim sleeper cells, activated whenever individuals decide to *devoutly practice* Islamic precepts, without reservation.

---


*The Saudi govt. created an account in the Saudi-American Bank, designated for “relief aid to Palestinians”. Saudi Arabia officially claims all public donor funds went to charitable organizations, but the US Treasury Department claims that funds were funneled from that bank account, directly to terrorist organizations.*

The Koran claims there are 99 names of Allah and notably, the account alleged to support families of *shaheed* suicide-bombers is Saudi-American Account #98, just one number shy from the names of the Supreme.

This represents a *wink-and-a-nod* known to Muslims, but unknown to non-Muslims: the Saudi government was complicit in a poetic celebration of the *Shaheed* who murders Jews, to the highest status in Paradise, closer to Allah than any other transcendent mortal. More than any terrestrial monarch or ruler . . . it is the *Shaheed* suicide-bomber who gets the best condominium in Paradise.
We have entered an era when individual Muslims are sovereign, whose only command structure is the Koran, and whose iWMD potential equals a Soviet-era nation-state.

Contemporary political leaders have failed to understand the enemy: You can kill every active Jihadi today, and tomorrow they will be resurrected and replaced by the same. Jihadi cells are systemic within the congregation, and they are triggered by a singular, devotional wish to surrender themselves by strictly complying with Islamic teachings.

Contemporary analysis demonstrates on a progressive, gradient curve how the most devout Christians and Jews are correspondingly more peaceful, while the most devout Muslims are correspondingly more warlike. By definition, devout Muslims must adhere to strict Islamic guidelines and precepts, which are exceedingly violent.

Ayman al-Zawahiri (now detained under house-arrest inside Iran) and the late Usama bin Laden are among the greatest practicing doctrinal Muslims of the 21st century. Zawahiri and UBL are not Muslim extremists ... rather, they represent the true face of Islam.

Here is proof, in one short paragraph: there are an abundance of Fatwas and Islamic death-sentences against benign cartoonists who illustrate how Mohammed bin Abdullah was a pedophile. But there isn’t one single Fatwa against Usama bin Laden or al-Zawahiri.

They are real Muslims: great adversaries who must be understood, respected, and killed.

ISIS Muslims are singularly devout practitioners of Islam: Imam Adel al-Kilbani who represented Mecca’s Grand Mosque has recently stated that DAESH ISIS personifies Islamic revivalism, and that: “They have the same beliefs as we do. We follow the same thought but apply it in a (more) refined way”.

William Gawthrop has held a number of titles and USG positions, where he has lifted the veil on Islamic militarism:

- FBI Supervisory Intelligence Analyst; Weapons of Mass Destruction Operations Unit II
- Faculty, National Defense Intelligence College; Defense Intelligence Agency
- Teaching positions at the American Military University; University of Maryland, University College

No USG public servant can equal Mr. Gawthrop’s encyclopedic knowledge of Islamic military doctrine. His commitment to homeland security demonstrably eclipses any concern for his personal welfare.

William Gawthrop’s comparative analysis regarding Islam, Christianity and Judaism in the context of societal violence and warfare (URL below) was removed from US government teaching manuals, after CAIR (the Counsel on American-Islamic Relations, a Muslim advocacy group alleged to support Hamas) met with President Obama in the White House to demand Gawthrop’s termination, in addition to resurrecting the custom of a medieval book-burning by exhorting the President to purge from US government offices, the entirety of Gawthrop’s teaching manuals. See comparative analysis on orthodox Muslims and terrorism:


To Mr. Gawthrop’s credit: his FBI supervisors refused to terminate his USG employment contract because, after an internal investigation it was established that the entirety of his teachings are limited to quoting Muslim experts and Islamic doctrine in a clinical context, and that Gawthrop is not prejudicially jaundiced towards Muslims.

Sam Harris observes with his impeccably neutral, analytical mind that ISIS terrorists are devout Muslims: Podcast What do Jihadists Really Want? https://www.samharris.org/podcast/item/what-do-jihadists-really-want

MBC Dubai, January 22, 2016: https://www.zerocensorship.com/uncensored/imam/of-the-grand-mosque-in-mecca-isis-have-the-same-beliefs-as-we-do-video-220851#axzz45Bqqa3Bv
It is important to understand that today’s Islamic adversary is not fostered in a barracks. The suicide-bomber is not directed from a board room. Rather, the Mullahs are the brains who interpret Islamic precepts for the *Umma* (Islamic congregation). The *jihadi* are the hands and feet, the storm-troopers who enforce Islamic values under duress at the point of a sword against non-Muslims and non-practicing Muslims, without distinction. And ground zero is not in Manhattan . . . rather, ground zero for today’s terror is within every Mosque that exalts Islamic teachings that incite devout Muslims to violence against the *Kuffar* (infidels: Christians, Jews, Buddhists, Sikhs, LGBTQ et. al).

**Islam is a Military Doctrine**

Islamic doctrine is enshrined within three primary literary classes:

a) the *Koran*, reputed to be the words spoken directly by *Allah* (God),

b) the *Hadith*, the words spoken by Mohammed bin Abdullah, and

c) the *Sira*, the biographical actions of Mohammed bin Abdullah.

It is established that 83% of Islamic doctrine is preoccupied with war, property and the subjugation of women. A notable minority of Islamic doctrine . . . only 17% . . . makes any reference whatsoever to God (*Allah*).!

In Islam, God is relegated to the significance of a minor table condiment, while warfare is the main course. I’m reminded of the Nazis inscribing “Work Sets You Free” above the iron gates of Auschwitz; I wonder if the crematoriums would be considered places of worship, if only they had the foresight to mention God.

In Islam, today is *Dar al Harb* (the World of War) when there are many religions on earth. Muslims claim there will only be peace in the world when all other religions are vanquished, to be replaced one true religion: *Islam*. That time will be called *Dar al Islam* (the World of Surrender).

Islam’s hegemonic, doctrinal commands are forever enshrined in the *Koran*, the *Hadith* and *Sira*. The doctrine of *Islam* (Surrender) is self-propagating (dominant, expansionist). In the context of democratic and diverse cultural influences of the 21st century, Islam’s mediaeval doctrine is (a) self-calibrating and (b) infallibly unalterable.

Islam and the *Unma* cannot peregrinate into a (Christian-style) reformation because their clock is broken for a purpose: Instead of calibrating the Muslim clock into an evolutionary, co-tolerant relationship with contemporary religion and secular culture . . . Muslim clerics use the *Koran*, *Hadith* and *Sira* as correlating standards, triangulated into a rigid doctrinal matrix that defines and manifests the eternal, unchanging face of Islam.

*Islam* does not translate into “peace”. The literal translation of *Islam* is “submission” or “surrender”. *Islam* is the warlord’s inevitable nomenclature and the antithesis of everything American.

---

1 Dr. Bill Warner, America’s preeminent statistician of Islamic theology. Dr. Warner may be the first analyst to quantify the metrics of Islamic doctrine in a comprehensive, scientifically neutral, analytical context: [https://www.politicalislam.com/trilogy-project/statistical-islam/](https://www.politicalislam.com/trilogy-project/statistical-islam/)

Dr. Warner’s credentials: [https://www.politicalislam.com/author/](https://www.politicalislam.com/author/)
Third Reich and Islamic doctrines both share a holocaust mandate against Jews, LGBTQ et al. It’s no coincidence that in 1941 the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem Amin al-Husseini met with Adolf Hitler and Ribbentrop, joyfully proclaiming an alliance with Germany because of a shared hatred for Jews. Al-Husseini promoted Nazi concentration camps, personally lobbying to consign hundreds of Jewish children to the gas chambers. Muslims themselves have recorded slaughtering 270 million people during 1,400 years, with the primary drivers being the intolerant hate-doctrines of the Koran, Hadith and Sira.

Nalanda was the world’s first University, established in the 5th century. In the thirteenth century, 10,000 Buddhist and Hindu students, along with 2,000 teachers were tortured, throat-cut and killed by Muslims.

The invading warlord Bakhtiyar Khilji reportedly ordered that anything in Nalanda that isn’t in the Koran is blasphemous, and anything in Nalanda that’s already in the Koran is superfluous . . . so everything must be burned.

When Mullah Omar demolished the monolithic Buddhas of Bamiyan in 2001, he did so as a devout Muslim by reenacting Islam’s 1,400 year tradition of intolerance towards other religious faiths.

Devout Muslim terrorists are comparable to the Borg in Star Trek, a fictional alien race who all dressed and looked the same, whose mantra was “Resistance is futile: We are the Borg. Your biological and technological distinctiveness will be added to our own.”

Considering Islamic doctrine in context with humanity and history, it is only reasonable for Islam to be vanquished and relegated to the fiction / history section of the library.

These statistics are uniquely Islamic, in that no other Abrahamic or eastern religion is so thoroughly (83%) preoccupied with war, and no other religion is so focused on waging war as a mechanism to gain converts, slaves and loot at the point of a sword.

**Muslims: Idol-Worshipping Polytheists**

For 600 years in India, a blood-cult of assassins called Thuggee all shared a common set of religious rituals and superstitions. They were Hindu, *simultaneous to being Muslim*. Thuggees devoutly worshipped Kali Mata, the Hindu Goddess of destruction and rebirth.

Some analysts might deduce that Thuggee, Hindu and Muslim are separate religious cults, simultaneously practiced by devotees as a convenient cultural montage. However, it’s more apparent they are all distinct, faceted manifestations of one religion: Hinduism.

---

1. As with Star Trek’s Borg, Muslims are “Linked into a hive mind (as articulated by Muslim clerics, the Mullahs and Imams). Their ultimate goal was the attainment of perfection through the forcible assimilation of diverse sentient species, technologies, and knowledge. As a result, the Borg were among the most powerful and feared entities in the galaxy, without really being a true species at all.” [http://memory-alpha.wikia.com/wiki/Borg](http://memory-alpha.wikia.com/wiki/Borg)

2. In less than one month (July 07-August 04, 2016) there have been 139 Muslim attacks in 21 countries with 1123 people killed, and 1769 injured: [https://www.thereligionofpeace.com/attacks/attacks.aspx?Yr=Last30](https://www.thereligionofpeace.com/attacks/attacks.aspx?Yr=Last30)

3. Ẓiyā-ud-Dīn Barnā, History of Firūz Shāh (1356).
Mecca was originally a Hindu village, while the Kaaba (the black-clothed House of Allah in Mecca’s center) was a Hindu temple dedicated to Ram. The Kaaba was inhabited by hundreds of Hindu Gods and Goddesses, represented by ancient stone/metal statues.

The most revered and potent Hindu idol in Mecca was the Shiv-Lingam: a stone idol representing the Hindu God Shiva’s penis that is fashioned from a black meteorite, penetrating a Yoni (vagina), today represented as a silver vagina-shaped frame surrounding the Lingam (penis). Hindu tradition maintains the Kaaba Lingam is one among eight black pieces, broken when Shiva’s penis was cut off and thrown from celestial heaven to earth.

Mecca’s Hindu crescent Moon God was of secondary importance: According to Hindu religion that dominated Mecca: the Hindu God, Lord Brahma had a son named Daksha Prajapati who had 27 celestial stars who were his daughters, all of whom were married to the Moon God. But the Moon God preferred Rohini, who was “one star among all the others.” Lord Shiva intervened to protect the Moon God and his favorite wife (Prajapati’s star-daughter), today represented on the crown of every minaret across the world.

Muslims destroyed all the Hindu idols, except for the Shiv Lingam, the Moon-God and the star-daughter. The Hindu Shiv-Lingam stone is preserved on the outside corner of the Kaaba, as Islam’s most revered idol. Each and every Muslim who makes Haj (pilgrimage) yearns to kiss and fondle Islam’s black stone on the Kaaba, but without acknowledging its Hindu roots. During 1,400 years, Islam’s stone penis has been kissed and touched by so many countless millions of Muslims that it’s been reduced to the diminutive status of a concave black stone bowl, receding into a polished silver vagina.

The Moon God, the star-daughter, and the stone Shiv-Lingam were not destroyed with the other Hindu stone idols . . . instead they were elevated to the highest level of worship on the corner of the Kaaba and their towering minarets, as well as throughout Islamic literature and art.

While Muslim precepts claim to oppose idol-worship, the opposite is the case: except for Muslims, no other religious devotee orients his prayers to face their stone idol, however many thousands of miles away it may be. There are strict Islamic guidelines as to how Muslims must not bury their dead or sleep with their feet facing the Kaaba, and even how they must defecate facing the Kaaba to hide their fecal-backsides. When the Saudi King’s son, Prince Sultan bin Salman bin Abdulaziz al-Saud flew into black space on the NASA shuttle, he prayed only in the direction of Islam’s stone idol on Mecca’s Kaaba.

The Muslim prayer itself is a bastardized form of Hatha yoga, from the Hindu religion.

---

[17] Circa 1985, meeting with Yogi Bhajan. The author revealed his discovery that Muslims worship stone objects. The Sikh religious leader stated, “Yes it’s true. The Muslims know . . . they just don’t talk about it.”

[18] As an accomplished Tantric yogi, the author argues that Muslim salat (yogic prayer) is a badly plagiarized form of Hatha Yoga’s 4,000 year old Hindu asana called Salute the Sun. Due to improper yogic form, which Muslims unlucky repeat five times each day: chronic imbalances are created in pineal/pituitary secretions so their sympathetic nervous systems are adrenalized and their emotions are pathologically mercurial.

Islam’s proclivity towards violence is characterized in footnote 10 by William Gawthrop as a philosophical, religious choice by devout Muslims. But Islamic violence is also a phenomenon of acute chemically-induced, glandular imbalances.
Outside of Riyadh is a secretive desert graveyard, reserved for Saudi Royals. It is surrounded by miles of fences and armed guards, 24/7. The bodies of contemporary Saudi Kings and Princes are buried here, typically underneath sloping hills of sand as a measure to prevent wandering guards and potential intruders from stepping on the earth above their mummified corpses, thereby insulting them with the soles of their feet.

Islam’s Hadith explain how Mohammed actually had conversations with the cold bodies of his slain enemies, citing Mohammed’s explanatory claims that their corpses could still listen and understand his ranting taunts, threats and rebukes.

Regardless of their cognitive skills, Saudi royal corpses always face towards Mecca. Their feet are always oriented away from Mecca. Through their own actions, Muslims are the greatest idol-worshippers in human history.

The founder of the Sikh religion Guru Nanak Dev Ji made his last Udaassee (mission) to Mecca, also as a favor to his loyal Muslim attendant Bhai Mardana who needed to make Hajj before he died. Upon arrival, the Sikh Guru rested with his feet facing the Kaaba. An unspeakable offense, the Muslims summoned the Sharia judge, Kazi Rukanudin to chastise Guru Nanak for allowing his feet to face the Kaaba (House of God).

According to Muslim historians, Guru Nanak invited the Muslim Kazi to move his feet to wherever God Almighty cannot be found. Obliging the Guru, they re-positioned his feet in each of four directions, only to notice the Kaaba had moved itself to face the feet of the Sikh Guru. Today’s Muslims proudly argue that the Sikh Guru Nanak Dev Ji is instead a Muslim man of God, and this polite disagreement between Sikh religion and Muslims has remained ongoing for more than 500 years.

Later when Guru Nanak passed on to Sach Khand (Heaven) the Muslims wanted to bury his body, while Brahmin Hindus wanted to cremate him. When they arrived to collect Guru’s remains they only found fragrant flowers under his shroud, signaling Nanak’s lifelong lesson: “There is no Hindu. There is no Musalman. There is only ONE.” The author learned this same lesson from his honored teacher, Yogi Bhajan who taught: “If you cannot see God in All, you cannot see God at all.”

Islam: Abrogation and Taqiya (Deception)

Islam mandates the use of Taqiya (deception, lies) when Muslim believers are weak in strength and/or numbers, and the Kuffar (non-Muslim infidels) are relatively strong, while representing an overwhelming and imminent threat to Islam and the believers. Taqiya allows Muslims to commit Haram (forbidden, blasphemous) actions with impunity, that are exempt from prosecution under Sharia (Islamic) law.

Taqiya for example, is the basis for Palestinians conceding to cease-fires and peace agreements that are unilaterally broken by Muslims whenever opportunity arises. i.e. peace agreements between practicing Muslims and Israel can never be signed in good faith: Islam’s underlying hostilities toward Jews are forever enshrined in Islamic doctrine that predicts in detail how Muslims will create a holocaust of extinction for Jews, “until

http://wikiislam.net/wiki/Taqiyya
On October 18, 2002 the author was invited to a meeting in the private study of Saudi Foreign Minister Prince Saud al-Faisal al-Saud (Jeddah palace). En route, a Saudia Airline pilot joined the author, attempting to convert him to Islam. During the flight he mentioned the Hadith about trees and stones talking and directing Muslims to kill Jews. The author asked the pilot to repeat Mohammed’s Hadith a second time. Incredulous, the author had only one question: “Are you the pilot, or the co-pilot of this aircraft ??”

The salient point: Saudia Airlines is a Saudi Arabian government subsidiary with Wahhabi Sunni Muslims flying the world’s largest aircraft every day within several miles of the White House. Any of these aircraft can be instantly transformed into flying petrol bombs, should the pilots choose to become devout, practicing Muslim Shaheed (martyrs).

The Sikhs won every battle that Muslims initiated, except when Muslims practiced Taqiya and broke peace treaties. Islamic deception, the metrics of which are enshrined and mandated in the Koran, the Hadith and Sira, has been problematic for Sikhs ever since the inception of our religion 500 years ago: it became such a problem that after the battle of Chamkaur the 10th Sikh Prophet Maharaj Guru Gobind Singh Ji warned against Muslim Taqiya when he reportedly stated that if you place your arm in a vat of warm oil up to your shoulder, then cover it with Bajara (tiny millet seeds) . . . if a Muslim promises you that many thousands of times, do not believe him.

Guru Gobind Singh Ji (the 10th Sikh Prophet) also wrote in his poetic ZafarNama (The Epistle of Victory) about Muslims and Taqiya:

I have no faith in thy oaths,  
Even if thou bringest in God as thy witness.  
I haven’t even an iota of trust in thee,  
For, all thy ministers and thy courtiers are liars.  
He who puts faith in thy oath on the Koran,  
He in the end, comes to ruin.

Guru’s statement underscores Muslims who invoke the Koran and Islamic theology, as practicing Muslims. Such people are distinct from the majority of countless millions of non-practicing, cultural Muslims who do not actively support Taqiyya and Dar al-Harb.

Deception and lies are institutionalized within Islam, so much so that European and US immigration is altogether incapable of screening and filtering out the few dangerous, practicing Muslims from among the millions of peaceful, non-practicing ones.

---

Sahih Muslim, Book 041, #6985 and other numerous Hadith (sayings from Mohammed bin Abdullah).

“Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (may peace be upon him) as saying: The last hour would not come unless the Muslims will fight against the Jews and the Muslims would kill them until the Jews would hide themselves behind a stone or a tree and a stone or a tree would say: Muslim, or the servant of Allah, there is a Jew behind me; come and kill him; but the tree Gharqad would not say, for it is the tree of the Jews.”

also see: http://www.sikhiwiki.org/index.php?title=Zafarnama_(Beginning)#Translation_Of_Zafarnama
To this day, historic literature and artwork of the Sikhs, as well as some Gurdwaras (houses of God’s worship) feature ghastly paintings of the Muslim holocaust against Sikhs, just so that we can never forget. It is the Sikhs who have prevailed to halt regional Islamic hegemony for the past 500 years, and they are the predominant faction among India’s military force. The DIA should learn from Israel . . . and the Sikhs.

Taqiya works hand-in-glove with abrogation a protocol whereby bipolar outflows of mandatory (but) contradictory Islamic doctrines are resolved by giving preferential treatment and legitimacy to the latest, which eclipse and abrogate the earliest.

Islamic doctrine is full of contradictory mandates that make human compliance impossible unless one of two inconsistent, conflicting doctrines are renounced and ignored:

Muslims defy physics by first legitimizing both of Mohammed’s impossible contradictions, simultaneous to rejecting his earliest (peaceful) Mecca Phase Hukm (commands) that contradict Mohammed’s orders to wage war, concocted during his later, Medina Phase. Then the clerics use loaded, Orwellian nomenclature to call this intangible phenomenon “abrogation”, as justification for initiating war. i.e. The Muslim Umma (congregation) is the unwitting victim of Mohammed bin Abdullah, the “Emperor who has no clothes”.

Unfortunately for non-Muslims, the final verses of the Koran generated during Mohammed’s Medina Phase are inherently violent . . . so that necessarily, the earliest (contradictory) peaceful verses of the Koran that were dictated during Mohammed’s peaceful Mecca Phase are neutered and invalidated to a degree of abject irrelevance.

But while pleading their case to the victims of Islamic terror events, Muslim clerics and the Umma never fail to quote Islam’s irrelevant peaceful mandates, while remaining silent about Mohammed’s violent, warlike mandates that are always the driving force behind each and every Islamic terror event on record, from 9/11 to Orlando. This is Taqiya.

Summary: During his first 13 years (the Mecca era) Mohammed dictated Islam’s irrelevant, peaceful Surah (verses of the Koran) that are often recited by apologists who use Taqiya to put lipstick on a pig by falsely claiming Islam is a “religion of peace”.

During Islam’s first peaceful 13 years in Mecca, Mohammed garnered a meagre, aggregate total of at most, 150 followers. Mohammed apparently realized that without oppressive, violent coercion and war, Islam would fail to gain any significant number of followers.

During the ensuing Medina era Mohammed bin Abdullah dictated Islam’s predominantly violent verses, mandating for example, the slaughter of Kuffar infidels, Jews, LGBTQ as well as institutionalizing Islam’s infamous, industrial-scale slavery and misogyny.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Emperor%27s_New_Clothes

examples of early Mecca-era peaceful verses:

(Qur’an, 5:32) “Whoever kills a person [unjustly]...it is as though he has killed all mankind. And whoever saves a life, it is as though he had saved all mankind.”

(Qur’an, 2:256) “Let there be no compulsion in religion: Truth stands out clear from Error: whoever rejects evil and believes in Allah hath grasped the most trustworthy hand-hold, that never breaks. And Allah heareth and knoweth all things.”
During his violent Medina Phase, Mohammed increased Islam’s ranks to millions by initiating one *jihad* (war) each month for 9 years, so that Mohammed bin Abdullah's utilitarian equations for abrogation, *Taqiya*, ritualized warfare charters and Islamic hegemony were irrevocably established over the next 1,400 years . . . . . until today:

**The Halcyon Doctrine of Deterrence**

During 70 years of cold war between the USA and USSR, both sides averted nuclear conflagration by preemptively communicating threats of retaliatory nuclear annihilation. As potent prophylactics to war, weapons of mass destruction have always hovered above America, the civilization of Dionysius and Damocles.

However, the United States and Soviets both acquired WMD as deterrent strategies, with a regimented system of checks and balances, as well as the fervent hope that we would never need to deploy WMD against our adversaries.

Today’s Muslim terrorists seek to acquire a wide range of iWMD, but not for purposes of deterrence. Instead, devout practicing Muslims seek to unleash iWMD against the United States and Israel at their earliest operational opportunity. Muslim-controlled governments across the Middle East have publicly repeated this fervent wish, discharged from the bowels of the *Umma* (Muslim congregation) with mantric regularity.

The end-game for today's gestational Islamic Caliphate is to utilize iWMD among a constellation of mechanisms acceptable to Sharia (Islamic doctrinal law) that include:

a) levying *Jizya* (unwarranted and excessive taxing of *Kuffar* infidels). Today’s influx of refugees is a facet of *Jizya* that threatens to bankrupt Europe . . . all justified by Islamic doctrine, about which European political leaders are clueless: virtually all of Europe’s non-Muslims are believed to be de facto slaves, who are obliged to work in order to provide money and resources, asymmetrically allocated for Mohammedan welfare;

b) resource piracy and ransom for the exclusive benefit of the Islamic Caliphate;

c) kidnapping, rape, indentured labor and enslavement of *Kuffar* (non-Muslims);

d) conversion of non-Muslims to Islam under duress;

e) prolonged, wholesale terrorizing and murder of non-Muslims.

Today’s most devout Muslim *Thuggees* yearn to sacrifice our flesh upon the altar of Islam. Through Sharia, Muslims can lawfully deploy iWMD against non-Muslims, strictly in the context of Dar al-Harb (the World of War), until the entire planet is converted to Dar al-Islam (the World of Surrender).

The United States has failed to develop a viable policy of deterrence to prevent today's invasive storm of Islamic militarism. This is a challenging objective, because real Muslims

---

Dr. Bill Warner, Islamic analyst / statistician. Dr. Warner’s research has established that during the Medina Phase, Mohammed was the consummate warlord, waging 100 battles during 9 years:

https://www.politicalislam.com/trilogy-project/statistical-islam/

and also:

actually compete amongst each other in their hell-bent race towards death and Paradise, wherein the greatest bounties are promised as Heavenly rewards to Muslim martyrs, as outlined by warlord Mohammed bin Abdullah. The threat of nuclear annihilation means absolutely nothing to a devout Muslim whose vision is set on the horizon of their faith.

There is however, one weakness within Islamic doctrine that needs to be exploited by an alliance of civilized nations, led by the United States: Muslims cannot enter Paradise unless they satisfy all Five Pillars of Islam. In the spirit of President Ronald Reagan, the United States has the capacity to be the idol-breakers who “Tear Down those Pillars”.

We have the opportunity to stop today’s reactive modality vis-à-vis Islamic terrorism, by preemptively communicating a new proactive policy of deterrence, appropriately named the Halcyon Doctrine of Deterrence.

Under the terms of the Halcyon Doctrine: after an Islamic WMD is loosed upon a Halcyon Alliance nation, then a coalition of HDD signatories led by the United States can authorize a nuclear strike against Mecca and Medina, inside the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Halcyon is not preemptively deployed. Rather, Halcyon is preemptively communicated as an existential reactionary response that will be exploited if for example, Muslims strike first by decapitating America’s Mecca and Medina (New York City and Washington DC).

The terms of what constitutes an Islamic WMD needs to be quantified through a consensus-based assessment, by a coalition of Halcyon Alliance signatories who consider: iWMD species, human mortality, infra-structural delivery modalities, economic loss, environmental destruction (bio-terror), etc.

The purpose of WMD deployment over the Kaaba and the Forbidden Mosque is to irradiate Mecca and Medina so that no human can make the Hajj for 100,000 years.

The purpose is not to raze a world heritage site to the ground. Instead, our objective is to bomb and annihilate Islam’s virtual, intangible Gates of Paradise to Mohammed’s Heaven.

---

25 The author is aware that he must obey certain legal parameters pertaining to US policy disputes with foreign governments. The Logan Act codified at [18 U.S.C. § 953] states:

*Any citizen of the United States, wherever he may be, who, without authority of the United States, directly or indirectly commences or carries on any correspondence or intercourse with any foreign government or any officer or agent thereof, in relation to any disputes or controversies with the United States, or to defeat the measures of the United States, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.*

The author is not employed by government. This document is strictly presented as strategy scenario analysis. It does not represent or subvert official policies of the US State Department.

26 The Five Pillars of Islam are:

1) the *Shahada*: the spoken testimony of faith;
2) *Salat*: five prayers / day;
3) *Zakat*: charity to the needy;
4) *Ramadan*: fasting;
5) *Hajj*: pilgrimage to Mecca.

27 Circa 2007 the author met a British intelligence contact in Harlem who informed him that an internal intelligence study predicts the inevitable Islamic decapitation of New York’s Manhattan and Washington DC. That person was advised to reside north of the 100 block, to survive a nuclear iWMD.
By eliminating Islam’s mandatory Hajj (the Fifth Pillar) . . . the sons of terrorists as well as future generations of Muslims will be deprived of earthly liberation in the Hereafter.

Paradise is the most fervent wish of the Muslim terrorist, especially for his male offspring. The United States will take that privilege away, should the Barbarians choose short-term gain for long-term loss by deploying iWMD against western civilization.

The consequence of HDD is that Muslims themselves will police their own ranks and counsel compromise, reconciliation and peace instead of Jihad. This includes the parents of impressionable and unemployed, philistine Muslim youth. In Middle East culture, seniority and the wisdom of aged parents always trumps the impulsive folly of youth.

With Muslims self-policing their own ranks, and in the absence of Islamic terrorism: Mecca and Medina are preserved intact, while Islam’s Fifth Pillar of Hajj is perpetuated, and the cost of today’s war against Islamic terror will be reduced to near-zero.

**Countdown of the 72 Black-Eyed Virgins**

In the Halcyon Doctrine of Deterrence, POTUS will give notice to Muslims worldwide, that they have 72 hours to vacate Mecca and Medina, prior to nuclear irradiation. It must be emphasized: the Halcyon countdown begins only after Muslims have the hubris to unleash a preemptive Islamic WMD against a Halcyon Alliance signatory.

Advance notice facilitates implementing the ultimate prohibitive measure (HDD) against Islamic terrorism, while limiting the loss of human lives to near-zero. As the ultimate deterrent, the nuclear option has never been used after the enemy has first been given (1) advance notice and (2) the option to save their lives by retreating to safety.

Being pragmatic, the most devout Muslim terrorists are likely to flock to Mecca as an “army of insects” where they will be transformed into superficial black shadows burned onto cement and marble, at no cost to US taxpayers.

Muslims will be given 72 hour notice, in deference to Allah’s promise that Shaheed suicide bombers are each given 72 black-eyed Houri (prostitutes, whores) in Paradise.

---

28 The 10th Prophet Guru Gobind Singh was informally named Chitta Baaj Walla (Lord of the White Falcon) when Emperor Aurangzeb demanded the Sikh Guru surrender his rare White Gyrfalcon to the greedy tyrant. After Guru refused to capitulate with his White Falcon, Aurangzeb declared war and sent 1,000,000 soldiers. Guru referred to Aurangzeb’s Mogul troops as “an army of insects”, in his ZafarNama (Epistle of Victory).

No King or head of State controls the sovereign Muslim, whose compass is calibrated by the Hadith and Sira, and whose destiny is charted in the Koran. Anybody who’s been on the receiving end of Islamic warfare will attest: Muslim warriors are comparable to a swarm of locusts liberated from the confines of Pandora’s box.

Winston Churchill, The River War (1899). “No stronger retrograde force exists in the world. Far from being moribund, Mohammedanism is a militant and proselytizing faith. It has already spread throughout Central Africa, raising fearless warriors at every step; and were it not that Christianity is sheltered in the strong arms of science – the science against which it had vainly struggled – the civilization of modern Europe might fall, as fell the civilization of ancient Rome.”

29 Since the first Gulf War, Muslims claim there are more than 1,000,000 Shaheed (Martyrs) in Paradise. Utilizing rudimentary Algebra: since Allah promises to give each Shaheed 72 black-eyed virgins in Paradise, this would indicate that Allah must supply 72 million prostitutes to His most devout Muslim followers . . . i.e. Islam’s Paradise is a whore-house, presided over by a God-like pimp.
Plan B

While HDD includes the nuclear option over Mecca and Medina, there is another WMD deterrence strategy uniquely available to the United States: deep within our covert weapons laboratories are technologies that utilize compressive sound waves as a mechanism to render entire regions uninhabitable.

The United States has the capacity to deploy an airborne fortress of defensive / offensive platforms above Mecca and Medina, to prohibit any terrestrial human presence in the region until POTUS orders restoration of Islam’s virtual Fifth Pillar, and a resumption of \( \text{Hajj} \) privileges for Muslims. i.e. POTUS holds the keys to Islam’s Gates of Paradise.

The USA can create a de facto off/on switch, as a punitive measure that prevents Muslim \( \text{Hajj} \), which consequently blocks all human access to Mecca’s gateway to \( \text{Paradise} \). Strictly as the consequence of Muslim hot-war sequences: Liberation in the Hereafter will become temporarily impossible for every wishful Muslim \( \text{Hajji} \) (pilgrim).

Plan B fits hand-in-glove with Islam’s 1,400 year old legendary \( \text{Hadith} \), wherein \( \text{Dajjal} \) (Islam’s equivalent to the anti-Christ) is based inside Iraq, from where he attacks Mecca with sound emanating from the sky. As a viable American PSYOPS defense protocol: by imitating Islamic prophecy, we become the legitimate manifestation of Islamic prophecy.

Additionally, since Islam is unmistakably a military doctrine, the American President has the lawful capacity to ban the practice of Islam within US territories, by invoking the War Powers Act. \[50 \text{U.S.C. § 1541-1548}\]

With the decay of the cold war, NATO nears obsolescence. Signatory nations to the new Halcyon Alliance offer an evolutionary and relevant, low-cost alternative to NATO. If today’s cognoscenti prevail and pragmatically rouse themselves to action like falcons before launching to the blue sky . . . NATO may transmogrify into the new HDD Alliance.

The United States and Russia both share a common Islamic enemy. The Halcyon Alliance represents a potential bridge of collaboration between former cold war adversaries. If the United States fails to seize the leadership role by creating a balance of powers for worldwide stability and peace, then Russia will only be too happy to fill that vacuum . . .

Halcyon days promise \textbf{THE END} of Islam’s terror maelstrom